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SYMMETRY OF EXTENDING PROPERTIES IN
NONSINGULAR UTUMI RINGS

Thuat Do, Hai Dinh Hoang and Truong Dinh Tu

Abstract. This paper presents the right-left symmetry of the CS and max-min CS conditions

on nonsingular rings, and generalization to nonsingular modules. We prove that a ring is right

nonsingular right CS and left Utumi if and only if it is left nonsingular left CS and right Utumi.

A nonsingular Utumi ring is right max (resp. right min, right max-min) CS if and only if it is left

min (resp. left max, left max-min) CS. In addition, a semiprime nonsingular ring is right max-min

CS with finite right uniform dimension if and only if it is left max-min CS with finite left uniform

dimension.

1 Introduction

Right-left symmetry of extending properties in associative (generally not commuta-
tive) rings is extensively studied by many authors. DV. Huynh et al. [2] showed that
a prime ring is right Goldie right CS with finite right uniform dimension at least two if
and only if it is left Goldie left CS with finite left uniform dimension at least two, and
a semiprime ring is right Goldie left CS if and only if it is left Goldie, right CS. Later,
DV. Huynh [3] investigated the symmetry of the CS condition on one-sided ideals
in prime rings. SK. Jain et al. [4] proved the right-left symmetry of the max-min
CS property and nonsingularity on prime rings. In more general setting, DV. Thuat
et al. [10] studied the CS and Goldie conditions in prime and semiprime modules
and their endomorphism rings. It is proved that a finite generated, quasi-projective
self-generator M is a prime, Goldie and CS module with uniform dimension at least
two if and only if its endomorphism ring S is a prime, left Goldie and left CS ring
with left uniform dimension at least two; and S is left Goldie and M is CS if and
only if M is Goldie and S is left CS. In the mentioned papers, primeness plays an
important role to obtain the symmetric properties. We ask here:

“If primeness is omitted, can we find some classes of rings in which CS, max
CS, min CS and max-min CS properties are right-left symmetric?”

Firstly, we provide some preliminaries in Section 2. The answer which involves
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our main results is presented in Section 3. There, the right-left symmetry of the
extending properties (we mean the CS, max CS, min CS and max-min CS properties)
is proved for the case of associative rings without primeness and even without having
finite uniform dimension (see Theorem 8 and Theorem 11). The symmetry of the
CS condition on one-sided ideals generated by idempotents is studied in Theorem
14. In addition, the right-left symmetry of the CS, max CS, min CS, max-min
CS conditions and finiteness of uniform dimension on nonsingular semiprime rings
is shown in Theorem 17. Then, we apply the results to the class of nonsingular
retractable modules and their endomorphism rings (see Theorem 12, Proposition 15
and Corollaries 10, 13 and 16). Finally, some examples are discussed to guarantee
that our results make sense.

2 Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, R is an associative (generally not commutative) ring with
identity, M is a unitary right R−module with the endomorphism ring S = End(MR).
We denote rX(Y ) and lX(Y ) for the right annihilator and the left annihilator of Y
in X, respectively. If there is no chance for misunderstanding of the space X, then
we simply write r(Y ), l(Y ).

We write X ↪→ M (resp. X
∗
↪→ M) for a submodule (resp. an essential submod-

ule) X of M. A submodule X of M is called a closed submodule if X
∗
↪→ Y ⇒ X = Y,

for any submodule Y of M. A module M has finite uniform dimension if it con-
tains no direct sum of infinitely many nonzero submodules. An M−annihilator X
of MR is a submodule provided X = rM (T ) for some subset T of S. If M = R,
then M−annihilators are exactly right annihilators of R as usual. A Goldie mod-
ule M is provided that M has finite uniform dimension and M satisfies the ACC
(i.e. ascending chain condition) on M−annihilators. A right (left) Goldie ring R is
provided that R has finite right (left) uniform dimension and R satisfies the ACC
on right (left) annihilators. We denote the uniform dimension of a module MR by
u-dim(MR).

A CS (resp. uniform extending) module is provided that every closed (resp.
closed and uniform) submodule is a direct summand. M is called a max CS module
if every maximal closed submodule with nonzero left annihilator in S is a direct
summand. M is called a min CS module if every minimal closed submodule is a
direct summand. M is called a max-min CS module if it is both max CS and min
CS. R is called a right max CS (resp. right min CS, right max-min CS ) ring if RR

is a max CS (resp. min CS, max-min CS) module. Left max CS, left min CS and
left max-min CS ring are defined analogously. It is clear that min CS modules are
exactly uniform extending modules. If M has finite uniform dimension, then M is
CS if and only if it is min CS. The original notion of right and left max-min CS
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rings may be seen in [4].
The concepts of nonsingular modules and nonsingular rings are understood as

usual. According to [7], M is a nonsingular module if and only if for any X ↪→ M,

rR(X)
∗
↪→ RR implies X = 0. M is said to be cononsingular if for any X ↪→ M,

lS(X)
∗
↪→S S implies X = 0. It is equivalent to say that R is right (left) nonsingular

if and only if every essential right (left) ideal of R has zero left (right) annihilator.
Therefore, R is right (left) nonsingular if and only if RR is a nonsingular (cononsin-
gular) module. The following proposition is clear.

Proposition 1. The following statements hold for the module M.

(1) If M is a nonsingular module, then for any f ∈ S,Ker(f)
∗
↪→ M implies

f = 0. Furthermore, any essential submodule of M has zero left annihilator in S.

(2) If M is a cononsingular module, then for any left ideal K ↪→ S,K
∗
↪→S S

implies rM (K) = 0.

Now, we consider the converse statements of Proposition 1. According to [7],
a nonsingular module M is called a Utumi module if every submodule X of M

with zero left annihilator in S is essential in M, i.e. lS(X) = 0 ⇒ X
∗
↪→ M. A

cononsingular module M is called a co-Utumi module if every left ideal K of S

with zero right annihilator in M is essential in S, that is rM (K) = 0 ⇒ K
∗
↪→S S.

R is called a right (left) Utumi ring if RR is a Utumi (co-Utumi) module. By a
nonsingular (Utumi) ring we mean that it is right and left nonsingular (Utumi).
The two following lemmas are easy.

Lemma 2. If M is a CS module, then M is Utumi. In particular, a right CS ring
is right Utumi.

Lemma 3. If M is a nonsingular CS module, then M is cononsingular. In partic-
ular, a right nonsingular right CS ring is left nonsingular.

For a submodule X of M, we write IX := {f ∈ S|f(M) ⊆ X}. For a subset K
of S, we write KM = K(M) :=

∑
f∈K

f(M). It is clear that IX is a right ideal of

S and KM is a submodule of M. The two following conditions are introduced and
investigated in [8, 9].

• (I) For submodules X,Y of M,X
∗
↪→ Y if and only if IX

∗
↪→ IY .

• (II) For right ideals K,L of S,K
∗
↪→ L if and only if KM

∗
↪→ LM.

We observe that every finitely generated, quasi-projective self-generator is re-
tractable and it possesses (I) and (II) (see [10, Lemma 2.2]). The same assertion
holds for nondegenerate modules (see [8]). In the following lemma, we sum up [9,
Theorem 2.2] and [9, Theorem 2.5] to make a tool to prove our main results in the
subsequent section.
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Lemma 4. (see [9])
(1) If M is a nonsingular and retractable module, then (I) holds.

(2) Given the condition (I), then the condition (II) holds if and only if K
∗
↪→ IKM

for every right ideal K ↪→ SS .

(3) Given the condition (II), then the condition (I) holds if and only if IX(M)
∗
↪→

X for every submodule X ↪→ M.

3 The main results

We agree an abbreviation that MRQR and MLQR indicate maximal right quotient
ring and maximal left quotient ring, successively. According to [9], M is a retractable
module if and only if Hom(M,X) ̸= 0 for every 0 ̸= X ↪→ M. We denote the injective
hull (or the envelope) of M by E(M), and the endomorphism ring of E(M) by
T = EndR(E(M)). The following lemma plays an important role in our investigation.

Lemma 5. [7, Theorem 2]
Let M be a retractable, nonsingular and cononsingular module. Then, T =

EndR(E(M)) is both the MRQR and the MLQR of S = End(MR) if and only if M
is both a Utumi and co-Utumi module. In particular, for a nonsingular ring R, the
MRQR and the MLQR of R coincide if and only if R is right and left Utumi.

Note that in the case of Lemma 5, if Q is the MRQR and the MLQR of R, then Q
is also the injective hull of RR and RR. Therefore, Q is von Neumann regular, right
and left self-injective. Moreover, by [11, Lemma 1.4], Q can be regarded as the ring
consisting of element x such that the set of y ∈ R with xy ∈ R forms an essential
right ideal of R. This notation will serve us in proof of subsequent theorems. Under
the aid of the conditions (I) and (II), we derive the following results.

Lemma 6. Let M be a retractable module which possesses (I) and (II). Then,
u-dim(MR) = n if and only if u-dim(SS) = n, where n ≥ 0 is an integer.

Proof. We give some observations before mutually converting finiteness of uniform
dimension between MR and SS . For nonzero right ideals K,H of S, we have K(M) ̸=
0 and H(M) ̸= 0. Moreover, we claim that K∩H = 0 if and only if K(M)∩H(M) =
0. We assume that K ∩H = 0 and K(M)∩H(M) = Y ̸= 0. Then, by retractability
of M, there exists 0 ̸= s ∈ Hom(M,Y ), whence s ∈ IKM ∩ IHM . By Lemma 4, we

have K
∗
↪→ IKM and H

∗
↪→ IHM . Therefore, there exists f ∈ S such that 0 ̸= sf ∈ K

and sfS ∩ H ̸= 0. This means K ∩ H ̸= 0, a contradiction. Thus, we must have
K(M) ∩H(M) = 0. The converse is proved similarly.

For nonzero submodules A and B of M, we see that IA ̸= 0, IB ̸= 0. Moreover,
A∩B = 0 if and only if IA∩IB = 0 because of retractability of M . If we have A⊕B,
then we also get IA⊕IB. It is obvious that (IA⊕IB)(M) ⊆ IA(M)⊕IB(M). For z =
a+b ∈ IA(M)⊕IB(M), where a ∈ IA(M), b ∈ IB(M), there are fA ∈ IA, fB ∈ IB and
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x, y ∈ M such that a = fA(x), b = fB(y). We see that a ∈ fA(M) ⊂ (IA ⊕ IB)(M)
and b ∈ fB(M) ⊂ (IA ⊕ IB)(M). This implies a + b ∈ (IA ⊕ IB)(M), whence
IA(M)⊕IB(M) ⊆ (IA⊕IB)(M). Therefore, we get (IA⊕IB)(M) = IA(M)⊕IB(M).

Now, let A and B be submodules of M with A ⊕ B
∗
↪→ M . Then, we have

(IA ⊕ IB)(M) = IA(M) ⊕ IB(M). On the other hand, by Lemma 4, IA(M) ⊕
IB(M)

∗
↪→ A⊕B and IA ⊕ IB

∗
↪→ IA⊕B

∗
↪→ SS . Similarly, for right ideals K,H of S,

if K ⊕H
∗
↪→ SS , then (K ⊕H)(M)

∗
↪→ MR and hence K(M) ⊕H(M)

∗
↪→ MR. By

these arguments, we inductively induce that for any integer n ≥ 0, u-dim(MR) = n
if and only if u-dim(SS) = n.

Proposition 7. Let M be a nonsingular and co-nonsingular, Utumi and co-Utumi
retractable module which possesses (II). Then, we have u-dim(MR) = n if and only
if u-dim(SS) = n if and only if u-dim(SS) = n, where n ≥ 0 is an integer. In this
case, MR, SS and SS are Goldie modules.

In particular, let R be a nonsingular Utumi ring. Then, u-dim(RR) = n if and
only if u-dim(RR) = n. In this case, R is right and left Goldie.

Proof. Since M is nonsingular and retractable, Lemma 4 asserts that M possesses
(I). By Lemma 6, we have u-dim(MR) = n = u-dim(SS). By [6, Theorem 3.1],
nonsingularity of M implies right nonsingularity of S. Since M is co-nonsingular,
by [7, Proposition 1], S is left nonsingular, so it is nonsingular. By Lemma 5, T is
both the MRQR and the MLQR of S. Thus, we have n = u-dim(SS) = u-dim(TS) =
u-dim(ST ) = u-dim(SS).

Since M is nonsingular module with finite uniform dimension, M satisfies the
ACC on M−annihilators. Thus, M is a Goldie module. Since S is nonsingular
with finite right and left uniform dimensions, S satisfies the ACC on right and left
annihilators. Thus, S is right and left Goldie.

Theorem 8. The following statements are equivalent for a ring R.
(1) R is a right nonsingular, right CS and left Utumi ring;
(2) R is a left nonsingular, left CS and right Utumi ring.
In this case, if either RR or RR has finite uniform dimension, then R is a right

and left Goldie ring.

Proof. We assume that R is a right nonsingular, right CS and left Utumi ring. By
Lemma 2, R is right Utumi, so it is Utumi. By Lemma 3, R is left nonsingular, so
it is nonsingular. Since R is a nonsingular, Utumi ring, the MRQR and the MLQR
of R coincide by Lemma 5, and denoted by Q.

Now, we prove that R is left CS. For any closed left ideal I of R, by the lattice
isomorphism [5, Corollary 2.6], we have I = J ∩R for some closed left ideal J of Q.
Then, J is a direct summand of Q, writing J = Qe for some idempotent e ∈ Q. We
easily see that rQ(e) = (1 − e)Q is a closed right ideal of Q, thus (1 − e)Q ∩ R is
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a closed right ideal of R. Since R is right CS, we get (1 − e)Q ∩ R = fR for some
f = f2 ∈ R. We set K = {k ∈ R|(1 − e)k ∈ R}. Then, K is an essential right
ideal of R. We have R(1 − f) = lR(fR) = lR[(1 − e)Q ∩ R] = lR[(1 − e)K] = {x ∈
R|x(1− e)K = 0} = {x ∈ R|x(1− e) = 0} = lQ(1− e)∩R = Qe∩R = I. Thus, I is
a direct summand of R. This implies that R is left CS.

The converse is right-left symmetric.
The last statement is referred to Proposition 7.

Corollary 9. A right nonsingular, right CS and left Utumi ring is directly finite.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 8 and the fact that a right and left CS ring is directly
finite.

Corollary 10. If M is a nonsingular, retractable module, then the following state-
ments are equivalent:

(1) M is a co-Utumi, CS module;
(2) S is a left Utumi, right CS ring;
(3) S is a right Utumi, left CS ring.
In addition, if M has finite uniform dimension, then MR, SS and SS are Goldie

modules, and u-dim(MR) = u-dim(SS) = u-dim(SS).

Proof. We observe that S is right nonsingular by [6, Theorem 3.1].
(1) ⇔ (2) Since M is nonsingular and retractable, by [9, Theorem 3.2], M is

CS if and only if S if right CS. Since M is nonsingular and CS, M is a Utumi and
co-nonsingular module by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, respectively. Therefore, S is left
Utumi if and only if M is co-Utumi by [7, Lemma 4].

(2) ⇔ (3) It follows from Theorem 8.
See Proposition 7 for the last statement.

Theorem 11. The following statements hold for every nonsingular Utumi ring R.
(1) R is right min CS if and only if R is left max CS.
(2) R is right max CS if and only if R is left min CS.
(3) R is right max-min CS if and only if R is left max-min CS.

Proof. Since R is nonsingular Utumi, the MRQR and the MLQR of R coincide by
Lemma 5, and denoted by Q.

(1) We assume that R is right min CS. For any maximal closed left ideal I of
R with rR(I) ̸= 0, by the lattice isomorphism [5, Corollary 2.6], we have I = J ∩R
for some closed left ideal J of Q. If J is contained in some closed left ideal K of Q,
then K ∩ R is a closed left ideal of R and I ⊆ K ∩ R. Since I is maximal closed,
I = K ∩ R = J ∩ R so K = J. This shows that J is a maximal closed left ideal
of Q. It is clear that J is a direct summand of Q, so J = Qe for some idempotent
e ∈ Q. We easily see that rQ(Qe) = rQ(e) = (1 − e)Q is a closed right ideal of Q,
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thus (1− e)Q∩R is a closed right ideal of R. We will show that (1− e)Q is minimal
closed in Q. Suppose that H = tQ, t = t2 ∈ Q, is a closed right ideal of Q such that
H ⊆ (1−e)Q. Then, lQ(H) = Q(1−t) ⊇ lQ[(1−e)Q] = Qe. Since Qe = J is maximal
closed in Q, Qe = Q(1− t) and hence (1− e)Q = rQ(Qe) = rQ[Q(1− t)] = tQ = H.
This implies that (1− e)Q is minimal closed in Q. Thus (1− e)Q ∩R is a minimal
closed right ideal of R. Since R is right min CS, (1 − e)Q ∩ R = fR for some
idempotent f ∈ R. We set F = {k ∈ R|(1− e)k ∈ R}. Then, F is an essential right
ideal of R. We have R(1 − f) = lR(fR) = lR[(1 − e)Q ∩ R] = lR[(1 − e)F ] = {x ∈
R|x(1− e)F = 0} = {x ∈ R|x(1− e) = 0} = lQ(1− e)∩R = Qe∩R = I. Thus, I is
a direct summand of R. This shows that R is left max CS.

Conversely, let R be a left max CS ring. For any properly minimal closed right
ideal I of R, by the lattice isomorphism [5, Corollary 2.6], we have I = J ∩ R
for some closed right ideal J of Q. If J contains a closed right ideal K of Q, then
K ∩ R is a closed right ideal of R and (K ∩ R) ⊆ (J ∩ R) = I. Since I is minimal
closed, I = K ∩ R = J ∩ R so K = J. This shows that J is a minimal closed right
ideal of Q. We write J = eQ for some idempotent 0 ̸= e ∈ Q. We observe that
lQ(eQ) = lQ(e) = Q(1− e) is a closed left ideal of Q, thus Q(1− e) ∩ R is a closed
left ideal of R. We will prove that Q(1 − e) is maximal closed in Q. Suppose that
H = Qt, t = t2 ∈ Q, is a closed left ideal of Q such that H ⊇ Q(1 − e). Then,
rQ(H) = (1 − t)Q ⊆ rQ[Q(1 − e)] = eQ. Since eQ = J is minimal closed in Q,
eQ = (1− t)Q and hence Q(1− e) = lQ(eQ) = lQ[(1− t)Q] = Qt = H. This implies
that Q(1 − e) is maximal closed in Q, thus Q(1 − e) ∩ R is a maximal closed left
ideal of R.

Because of e ̸= 0, we have 0 ̸= eQ∩R ⊂ rR[Q(1−e)∩R]. Since R is left max CS,
Q(1− e) ∩R = Rf for some idempotent f ∈ R. We set F = {k ∈ R|k(1− e) ∈ R}.
Then, F is an essential left ideal of R. We have (1− f)R = rR(Rf) = rR[Q(1− e)∩
R] = rR[F (1−e)] = {x ∈ R|F (1−e)x = 0} = {x ∈ R|(1−e)x = 0} = rQ(1−e)∩R =
eQ ∩R = I. Thus, I is a direct summand of R. This shows that R is right min CS.

(2) It is dual to the proof of (1).

(3) It is induced from (1) and (2).

By [9, Theorem 3.2], a nonsingular retractable module is CS if and only if its
endomorphism ring is right CS. We wish to find an analogue for the max-min CS
property. With the aid of (I) and (II), we will transfer the max CS, min CS and
max-min CS properties of a module to its endomorphism in the next theorem.

Theorem 12. Let M be a nonsingular and retractable module which possesses the
condition (II). Then, the following statements hold.

(1) M is min CS if and only if S is right min CS.

(2) M is max CS if and only if S is right max CS.

(3) M is max-min CS if and only if S is right max-min CS.
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Proof. It is clear that (3) follows from (1) and (2). Note that since M is a nonsin-
gular module, every submodule X has a unique closure (i.e. there is a unique closed
submodule of M that essentially contains X).

(1) Let M be a min CS module. For a minimal closed (or uniform closed) right

ideal K of S, we have K
∗
↪→ IKM by Lemma 4 so K = IKM . For nonzero submodules

U, V of KM, since M is retractable, IU and IV are nonzero. It is clear that IU and
IV are contained in IKM = K, thus IU ∩ IV ̸= 0. Then, there exists 0 ̸= s ∈ IU ∩ IV ,
whence 0 ̸= s(M) ⊂ U ∩ V. Therefore, KM is uniform. Since M is min CS, KM
is essential in a direct summand of M, namely X. We have X = e(M) for some

e = e2 ∈ S and by the condition (I), K = IKM
∗
↪→ Ie(M) = eS. Closeness of K

implies that K = eS, and hence K is a direct summand of S. Consequently, S is
right min CS.

Conversely, let S be a right min CS ring. For a uniform closed submodule X
of M, IX is a right ideal of S. If arbitrary nonzero right ideals K,L are contained
in IX , then KM,LM are nonzero submodules contained in X. Since X is uniform,
KM ∩ LM = Y ̸= 0. By retractability of M, there exists 0 ̸= s ∈ S such that

s(M) ⊂ Y. Therefore, we get s ∈ IKM ∩ ILM . On the other hand, K
∗
↪→ IKM and

L
∗
↪→ ILM follows from Lemma 4. Thus, there exists f ∈ S such that 0 ̸= sf ∈ K,

and sfS ∩ L ̸= 0. This implies that K ∩ L ̸= 0 so IX is uniform. Since S is right
min CS, IX is essential in a direct summand J = eS for some e = e2 ∈ S. Then, by
the condition (II), IX(M) is essential in eS(M) = e(M), a direct summand of M.
By Lemma 4, IX(M) is essential in X. But IX(M) has one closure only. Therefore,
we must have X = e(M). This shows that M is min CS.

(2) Let M be a max CS module. For a maximal closed right ideal K of S
with lS(K) ̸= 0, we have K = IKM as arguing in (1). It is induced from the
condition (II) that KM is not essential in M , since K is not essential in S. Thus,
there exists a maximal closed submodule X ↪→ M containing KM and X ̸= M .
We have K = IKM ⊂ IX so K = IX by maximality of K. This implies that

KM = IX(M)
∗
↪→ X. Because lS(IX) = lS(K) ̸= 0, there is some f ∈ S so that

f(KM) = 0. By Proposition 1, we also have f(X) = 0 so lS(X) ̸= 0. Since M is
max CS, X is a direct summand of M, writing X = e(M) for some e = e2 ∈ S.
Then, we have K ⊂ Ie(M) = eS. Since K is maximal closed, K = eS holds true.
Thus, S is right max CS.

Conversely, let S be a right max CS ring. For a maximal closed submodule X of

M with nonzero left annihilator in S, we have IX(M)
∗
↪→ X and 0 ̸= lS(X) ⊂ lS(IX).

By the condition (I), IX is not essential in S, since X is not essential in M . Thus,
there exists a maximal closed right ideal K ↪→ S containing IX and K ̸= S. We
observe that IX(M) ⊂ KM. On the other hand, IX(M) has a unique maximal
essential extension, so KM ⊂ X because of maximality of X. This shows that
K = IX and hence IX = eS for some e = e2 ∈ S, since S is right max CS. Therefore,
we get IX(M) ↪→ e(M), whence X = eM, a direct summand of M. This proves that
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M is max CS.

By Theorem 11 and Theorem 12, we do have.

Corollary 13. Let M be a retractable, nonsingular and co-nonsingular, Utumi and
co-Utumi R−module which possesses the condition (II). Then, the following state-
ments hold.

(1) M is min CS if and only if S is right min CS if and only if S is left max CS.
(2) M is max CS if and only if S is right max CS if and only if S is left min

CS.
(3) M is max-min CS if and only if S is right max-min CS if and only if S is

left max-min CS.

Motivated by [3, Theorem 3], we study the symmetry of the CS property on one
sided-ideals in the following theorem.

Theorem 14. Let R be a nonsingular Utumi ring. Then, the following conditions
are equivalent for every e = e2 ∈ R.

(1) eRR is CS with finite uniform dimension;
(2) RRe is CS with finite uniform dimension;
(3) eRe is right CS with finite right uniform dimension;
(4) eRe is left CS with finite left uniform dimension.
In this case, eRR and RRe are Goldie modules, eRe is a right and left Goldie

ring, and u-dim(eRR) = u-dim(RRe) = u-dim(eReeRe) = u-dim(eReeRe).

Proof. Since R is nonsingular Utumi, the MRQR and MLQR of R coincide by
Lemma 5, denoted by Q.

(1)⇔(3) Let eRR be a CS module with finite uniform dimension. Then, eQ, the
injective hall of eR, is a semisimple artinian right ideal of Q. Furthermore, because
End(eQ) ∼= eQe, we see that eQe is a semisimle artinian ring which is the MRQR
of eRe. Thus, eRe has finite right uniform dimension. In order to show that eRe is
right CS, it is sufficient to prove that every uniform closed right ideal V of eRe is
a direct summand of eRe. Clearly, V = f(eQe) ∩ eRe for some f = f2 ∈ eQe. We
observe that f = ef = fe and fQ ↪→ eQ. Thus, fQ∩R is closed in R and contained
in eR. Therefore, fQ ∩ R is closed in eR. Since eRR is a CS module, fQ ∩ R is
a direct summand of eR so of R. This means fQ ∩ R = gR for some idempotent
g ∈ R. We have ge = ege = (ege)2. Hence, ege(eRe) = geRe is a direct summand of
eRe which is also contained in V. Since V is minimal closed, V = geRe is a direct
summand of eRe. This implies that eRe is a right CS ring.

Conversely, let eRe be a right CS ring with finite right uniform dimension. Then,
eQe is a semisimple artinian ring and eQR, the injective hall of eRR, is a semisimple
artinian and noetherian module. Thus, eRR has finite uniform dimension. Let V
be a minimal closed submodule of eR. We have V = fQ ∩ R, where f = f2 ∈ Q
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and fQ ↪→ eQ. We observe that fQ of a simple component of eQ. Thus, fQe is a
simple component of eQe. Therefore, fQe ∩ eRe is a minimal closed right ideal of
eRe, hence fQe ∩ eRe = g(eRe), where g = g2 ∈ eRe. We see that gR is minimal

closed. Because of V e
∗
↪→ fQ, V e∩ gRe ̸= 0 and V ∩ gR ̸= 0, V and gR are both the

unique closure of V ∩ gR, whence V = gR. This shows that V is a direct summand
of eR and hence eRR is CS.

(2)⇔(4) We argue similarly to (1)⇔(3).

(3)⇔(4) Let eRe be a right CS ring with finite right uniform dimension. Then,
eQe, the MRQR of eRe, is semisimple artinian and is also the MLQR of eRe.
Therefore, eRe has finite left uniform dimension and is left CS (see proof of Theorem
8). The converse is symmetric.

The last statement is referred to Proposition 7.

Proposition 15. Let M be a nonsingular retractable R−module which possesses
(II). Then, the following statements hold for any e = e2 ∈ S.

(1) e(M) is CS if and only if eSS is CS.

(2) e(M) is min CS if and only if eSS is min CS.

(3) e(M) is max CS if and only if eSS is max CS.

(4) e(M) is max-min CS if and only if eSS is max-min CS.

Proof. We argue similarly to the proof of Theorem 12. Note that if K is a closed
right ideal of S contained in eS, then KM is contained in e(M). Conversely, if Y is
a closed submodule of M contained in e(M), then IY is a right ideal of S contained
in Ie(M) = eS.

By Theorem 14 and Proposition 15, we have.

Corollary 16. Let M be a retractable R−module which possesses (II). If M is
nonsingular and co-nonsingular, Utumi and co-Utumi, then the following conditions
are equivalent for every e = e2 ∈ S.

(1) eM is CS with finite uniform dimension;

(2) eSS is CS with finite uniform dimension;

(3) SSe is CS with finite uniform dimension;

(4) eSe is right CS with finite right uniform dimension;

(5) eSe is left CS with finite left uniform dimension.

As we mentioned in the introduction, this paper mainly consider rings without
primeness. However, the following theorem give us an additional symmetry of the
extending properties and finiteness of uniform dimension on nonsingular semiprime
rings. This is not investigated in [2, 3, 4].
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Theorem 17. Let R be a semiprime ring.

(1) R is right CS, right nonsingular with finite right uniform dimension if and
only if R is left CS, left nonsingular with finite left uniform dimension.

(2) If R is nonsingular, then the following statements hold true.

• (2.1) RR is max CS with finite uniform dimension if and only if RR is min
CS with finite uniform dimension.

• (2.2) RR is min CS with finite uniform dimension if and only if RR is max
CS with finite uniform dimension.

• (2.3) RR is max-min CS with finite uniform dimension if and only if RR is
max-min CS with finite uniform dimension.

In all the cases above, R is right and left Goldie with u-dim(RR) = u-dim(RR) =
n for some integer n ≥ 0.

Proof. For the case of (1), Lemma 3 implies that a right CS right nonsingular ring
is left nonsingular, and a left CS left nonsingular ring is right nonsingular. Thus, R
is right and left nonsingular for both cases (1) and (2).

SinceR is nonsingular, R has a maximal two-sided quotient ringQ by [11, Lemma
1.4]. Since RR has finite uniform dimension, Q is semisimple. Therefore, u-dim(RQ)
is finite so is u-dim(RR). Since R is nonsingular with finite right and left uniform
dimension, R is a right and left Goldie ring by [1, Corollary 3.32]. Therefore, Q
is a classical right and left quotient ring of R as well as a maximal right and left
quotient ring of R by [1, Theorem 3.37]. We argue similarly when RR has finite
uniform dimension.

Now, the proof about equivalence of the extending conditions on the right and
left sides of R is similar to Theorem 8 and Theorem 11.

Examples. It is easy to find examples of right and left max-min CS rings. In

particular, one of such a ring is R =

(
F F
0 F

)
, where F is a field.

There is a module which is neither max CS nor min CS. Let Z be the set
of all integers. Consider Z−module M = (Z/Z2) ⊕ (Z/Z8). We observe that A =
((1+Z2)⊕(2+Z8))Z is a minimal closed submodule ofM but not a direct summand.
It is easy to verify that A is also a maximal closed submodule with non-zero left
annihilator in the endomorphism ring of M . Thus, M is neither max CS nor min
CS, although M has finite uniform dimension.

There exists a ring which is a right Ore domain but not a left Ore domain. Such
a ring is mentioned (namely R) in [1, Exercise 1, page 101]. It is not difficult to see
that R is right max-min CS but not left min CS. If R is min CS, then R must be
left uniform, so is left Ore, a contradiction.
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